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-Thank you for the time and effort you have put into working with us as we 
d l thi iddevelop this guidance
-This is a national issue; we are not the only ones working on this.  Many 
states as well as EPA and other groups are reconsidering how to handle the 
Vapor Intrusion pathway, as some past practices have been proven not to be 
protective
-This is a high-risk pathway. Risk can be high even at low levels. Lungs are 
an efficient transfer mechanism for contaminants at low levels.  Children are 
especially sensitive to breathing in contaminantsespecially sensitive to breathing in contaminants.
-Although it does not affect many sites (of the 1500 new sites we get each 
year, maybe 50 have VI impacts), it can be very problematic because need 
to deal with homeowners, schools, daycares in the basements of churches, 
with sources ranging from spills from dry cleaner, gas station, industry, 
- Determining what constitutes a level of concern in the subsurface (that 
might enter indoor air at hazardous levels) is very complicated, and the 
scientific community’s understanding of what practices, and what levels are y g p ,
protective, has changed. 
-We have collectively made a great deal of progress on developing the 
Massachusetts Guidance Document
-We have considered your comments and issues raised carefully, and have 
incorporated many elements into the guidance
-Need your participation as we work together to finalize.
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A little bit of history…
Unlike many states, MA has been aware of and regulated this pathway (along with GW and soil) since the 90s – but y g p y ( g )
new science showing risks from contamination at lower levels than we thought in the 90s, and a change in 
understanding of how contaminants move in the subsurface prompted us to revise because it is not protective. 
Also unlike many states, Mass semi-privatized, does not review most work before it is implemented. For PRPs and 
LSPs to understand our interpretation of our regulations clearly, and for us to ensure protectiveness to the public, 
clear, specific and up to date guidance docs very important. 
2006 - PCE initiative undertaken to ensure protectiveness of prior cleanups – 600 sites with PCE contamination 
identified, 500 screened out – not expected to cause an IA problem, 96 selected for comprehensive audits. 28 of 
th NFA 68 ( b t 11% f t t l) i d ti GW IA li t b l b tthose NFA.  68 (about 11% of total) required some action.  GW or IA sampling, more assessment, subslab system 
installation, additional cleanup.  10 had IH; 3 more have follow-up work to confirm IH.
2008 – set up workgroup

- 50 workgroup members from consultant, legal, laboratory communities
- 18 meetings between December 2008 and June 2009, developed draft, got comments, developed another draft 

based on those comments (which we are working on getting out to you but it isn’t quite ready)     
- commissioned some contractor work to follow up on a few items – posted on blog this weekp p g

– a survey of state approaches to VI regulation
- a look at the common practice of water vapor barrier installation in new buildings, and whether there was any 

readily available data regarding protectiveness against cont VI
- and a look at some proprietary vapor barrier products.

We found that most states – and EPA - are reconsidering the same issues we are.  Before I get into the details of 
those issues, more on the goals of the guidance.



- Needs to be health protective 
- Needs to be clear and understandable
- Needs to work within the existing regulatory framework 
- Needs to explain how to reach the various regulatory endpoints.  Closure may not be 
achievable at all sites

Most states (28 of 31 states interviewed as part of the survey our contractor conducted)Most states (28 of 31 states interviewed as part of the survey our contractor conducted) 
review and approve every step of an investigation, remediation, and monitoring plan before 
the PRP is allowed to install it.  MA  program doesn’t work that way, as you know.  Only a 
few (Connecticut, parts of Ohio program and Michigan, soon to be NJ) are like us, with LSP-
type programs

So as we look at these issues bear in mind that we have performance based regulationsSo as we look at these issues, bear in mind that we have performance-based regulations 
that lay out a framework for conducting work and achieving closure.  But only a framework.  
Guidance provides PRESUMPTIVE CERTAINTY and gives our recommendation for best 
practices that will meet current regulatory requirements.  This is NOT REGULATION, only 
guidance. Although I expect many will follow it , those who don’t wish to follow it always have 
the option  to show that what they have done or propose to do meets regulatory 
requirements.  Some will want a cookbook to follow, others will want to develop their own 
recipe.  



These are the issues raised by our workgroup that engendered the most discussion.  
I am going to go into more detail on each of these in later slides, and describe our 
proposed response to the following issues:

- To what extent is modeling in the absence of confirmatory sampling allowed to be 
the only line of evidence once there is a potential for a vapor intrusion pathway 
(in MassDEP’s case, above GW-2) 

- How do you get to site closure?  

- What’s the best way to handle risk of IA contamination in buildings to be built over 
a plume?  How do you protect the future inhabitants? Can developers get certainty 
that their proposed building will meet regulatory standards?that their proposed building will meet regulatory standards?



This has been THE hot-button issue – modeling vs sampling indoor air.

The science has changed, and we need to be more cautious about the use of this tool.  Modeling of the IA pathway has been fairly
widely used in the past as a sole determinant of risk, but it has not turned out to be a very good predictor.  Modeling can still be 
used in a number of ways, but MassDEP, consistent with the rest of the country, recognizes that there is a need to be cautious as 
we let the science play out.

When I talk about modeling I mean mathematical modeling with multiple variables. The more variables ,the more complex the 
model.  Unless you have a lot of data, and sometimes even then, the less reliable it is.  Remember the diagram we showed at the 
outset – depth to GW, air temp, wind speed and direction, type of ventilation and heating system, whether certain doors are open, 
how much rain there has been recently – indoor air is a very complex system.

A k M DEP li d h J&E d l i i d l GW 2 b h h hAs you know, MassDEP relied on the J&E model, using conservative parameters, to develop GW-2 numbers that we thought were 
protective of indoor air. And in 2006 ,we realized that some of those numbers were not protective because our assumptions about 
subsurface biodegradation were incorrect.  What we had been measuring in the indoor air above plumes that met the old GW-2 
levels was not what we expected.  And this caused us to be more cautious about accepting modeling as a sole predictor of risk.  
Think about it in the context of a groundwater plume: we have used modeling for years to predict plume movement, but when it’s a
municipal well or a residential well we are concerned about, you take a groundwater sample to determine actual concentration.
- EVEN Robbie Ettinger, who developed the most common model (J&E) said  the following about modeling in "Site Remediation 
Committee Newsletter" (ABA, March 2006) :

"The J&E Model is a screening level model that predicts indoor air concentrations from subsurface vapor concentrations, 
often within approximately one order of magnitude.  The inherent variability in subsurface vapor and indoor air 
concentrations is also often an order of magnitude; therefore, it is best to compare model results with multiple 
measurements to address data variability “measurements to address data variability.  

(emphasis added)  
Modeling is widely accepted as a screening tool 
The groundwater standards in Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois and Massachusetts are based on modeling 
These standards can be used to screen out sites from further vapor intrusion assessment
- 14 states no longer allow using modeling as sole means for decisions (some allow modeling as a line of evidence)
- Fifteen states require indoor air sampling to validate modeling results 

California, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska (UST program), Nebraska  
(Superfund program), New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon, Washington and Wyoming

- Ten states have a stated preference for the use of indoor air sampling data over modelingp p g g
Colorado, Connecticut, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Oregon

-EPA indoor-air experts and ASTM prefer direct sampling to determine indoor air concentrations over modeling



If there has been an impact to indoor air, before can close out a site must be able to 
show through multiple sample results (up to two years – details to be discussed) 
that there is no longer an unacceptable impact.  If there are still low levels coming 
in, but below our standards, we will allow the site to be closed, although we would 
recommend but not require that any systems put in be kept running.  





- POSSIBLE off-ramps, details for future work group discussion
- “X” levels to be discussed
- Source must be eliminated or controlled
-Sampling at time of RAO supports NSR for current conditions – vacant lot (and 
determines “low”, “elevated” or “high”)
- Can close out with an AUL that provides for adequately addressing the vapor 
pathway if a building is built Otherwise the site is subject to potential futurepathway if a building is built.  Otherwise the site is subject to potential future 
notification obligations
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